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Description
It is impossible to return to the wysiwyg editor to edit an event into the agenda.
The button (Edit) is not working :-(

Release checked : chamilo-1.9.0-nightly-2012-07-17 and online release.

Associated revisions
Revision 401d41fc - 16/10/2012 12:21 - Julio Montoya
Adding optgroup support in quickform + using formvalidator when creating an event not ready for 1.9.4 see #5208

Revision 95e9710d - 02/09/2015 23:29 - Jose Loguercio
Added a CKEditor instead textarea while adding an Event in Agenda - Ref #5208

Revision 9837c8ad - 18/09/2015 16:42 - José Loguercio
Add CKEditor to Agenda, This fixed a minor bug - Refs #5208

History
#1 - 20/08/2012 15:21 - Alain Deschênes
- Assignee set to Yannick Warnier

Edit an existing Task into the agenda is still not working on the release 1.9.0 Stable.
On witch release this bug will be assigne ?

#2 - 07/09/2012 08:57 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version set to 1.9.4

#3 - 16/10/2012 12:24 - Julio Montoya
- Assignee deleted (Yannick Warnier)
- Target version changed from 1.9.4 to 2.0

You can edit a created event, but you don't have the fckeditor.
Moving to 1.10, because the calendar stills needs more cleaning. I sent a commit where I replace the HTML form with formvalidator not ready for 1.9.4.

#4 - 01/09/2015 18:53 - Yannick Warnier
- Subject changed from Reedit event into the agenda is not wysiwyg to Reedit event into the agenda is not WYSIWYG
- Category set to Agenda
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to José Loguercio

In 1.10, there's no CKeditor for the description anywhere. It needs to be added in the description both at creation and deletion.

18/03/2020
Found a way to show the CKEditor while adding an Event and hide while clicking an existing event to prevent it shows the CKEditor in the dialog-form read only Event data adding two code lines in month.tpl file, the add_event_form can't serialize CKEditor content, trying to find a way to fix that.

Done! Now you can see an CKEditor while adding an Event in Agenda, you can create and edit an Event in Agenda with it.

Works well for me, I added the changes in 1.10.x

En la agenda personal (el usuario añade un evento en su propio agenda) el editor no aparece. También revisar los eventos de agenda global, por si a caso.

Por alguna extraña razón estas lineas en el archivo month.tpl:

```
215   // Don't follow the link.
216   return false;
```

causaban el problema, al principio no sucedia eso, revisado las demas agendas todo funciona Ok ahora.

Testeado al 100%, no presenta ningun problema ahora, se soluciono el pequeño bug de que no se mostraba el CKEditor.